The present study examined the hypothesis that working memory deficits contribute to both negative thought disorder and some components of formal thought disorder (discourse coherence and fluency deficits) in individuals with schizophrenia. We examined the language produced by 44 patients with either schizophrenia or schizoaffectlve disorder during baseline and a dual-task condition designed to decrease working memory capacity. Results indicated that decreasing working memory capacity significantly increased negative thought disorder, but not discourse coherence or fluency deficits. However, both negative thought disorder and discourse coherence deficits were significantly correlated with working memory deficits. In addition, increases in negative thought disorder and discourse coherence deficits in the dual-task condition were negatively correlated, consistent with the hypothesis that these two types of language deficits may reflect alternative manifestations of working memory deficits.
Language production disturbances have long been recognized as a cardinal symptom of schizophrenia (Bleuler 1950; Kraepelin 1950) and can be roughly grouped into two categories: formal thought disorder and negative thought disorder. Formal thought disorder typically refers to speech abnormalities that occur when the speaker violates the syntactic and semantic conventions that govern language use (Andreasen 1986) or when connections between sentences are unclear. This includes phenomena such as perseverations, tangentiality, loss of goal, pronominal reference errors, and neologisms (Andreasen 1986 ).
Negative thought disorder is generally conceptualized as a decrease in speech productivity and complexity. This category of thought disorder includes disturbances in verbal productivity, syntactic complexity, blocking, pausing, and poverty of speech (Alpert et al. 1993; Barch and Berenbaum 1997) . Although the specific mechanisms leading to either of these types of language deficits are still unclear, several theorists have suggested that cognitive deficits may contribute to either or both formal thought disorder and negative thought disorder in schizophrenia (Nuechterlein et al. 1986; Serper 1993; Strauss 1993) . Interestingly, it has also been suggested that different types of cognitive deficits may contribute to each type of language disturbance, as many studies have found either no correlation or a negative correlation between formal thought disorder and negative thought disorder in schizophrenia (e.g., Andreasen 1979; Andreasen and Olsen 1982; Harvey and Pedley 1989; Harvey and Serper 1990) . However, the goal of this study was to examine the alternative hypothesis that working memory deficits in schizophrenia contribute to disturbances in both formal thought disorder and negative thought disorder.
Despite a wealth of research examining language disturbances in schizophrenia, the precise causal mechanisms of formal thought disorder and negative thought disorder are still unknown. One hypothesis is that individuals with schizophrenia have cognitive deficits that influence language production, and that such deficits may contribute to eidier formal thought disorder or negative thought disorder, or both. In particular, several researchers have suggested a relationship between language disturbances and a specific cognitive deficit in schizophrenia-working memory dysfunction (e.g., Docherty et al. 1996) . Working memory is typically defined as the ability to temporarily maintain and manipulate information (Baddeley 1986) . A number of studies have shown that people with schizophrenia have deficits on working memory tasks (Gold et al. 1997; Goldberg et al. 1998) . Further, the literature on language production in healthy populations suggests that working memory may be important in language production (Levelt 1989) . For example, Levelt has argued that language production requires the simultaneous performance of multiple tasks, including (1) generating a message plan; (2) maintaining the message plan and prior discourse information; and (3) monitoring outgoing speech for errors and correcting it as necessary. It has been argued that some or all of these components of language production require working memory, and some empirical data support this hypothesis (Daneman 1991) . Thus, if people with schizophrenia have deficits in working memory, it is possible that these deficits impair one or more components of language production, and thus contribute to disturbed speech. For example, it has been suggested that disturbances in the ability to generate a message plan may contribute to negative thought disorder (Barch and Berenbaum 1997) . In addition, it has been suggested that disturbances in the ability to maintain/monitor a message plan and prior speech may contribute to formal thought disorder (e.g., Barch and Berenbaum 1996; Hoffman 1987 ). As noted above, both of these components of language production are thought to require working memory resources (Levelt 1989) .
Despite the hypothesis that working memory deficits may lead to language production disturbances, the literature on the relationship between language production disturbances and working memory in schizophrenia is unclear. Some studies have found correlations between deficits on tasks that may tap working memory and global measures of formal thought disorder, and/or referential errors in people with schizophrenia (e.g., Harvey and Pedley 1989; Serper 1993; Docherty et al. 1996; Cohen et al. 1999) , while other studies have not found such a relationship (Nuechterlein et al. 1986) . Further, some studies have found a relationship between negative thought disorder, specifically poverty of speech, and working memory deficits in schizophrenia (Nuechterlein et al. 1986; Barch and Berenbaum 1997) . This latter finding runs counter to the hypothesis that formal thought disorder and negative thought disorder are distinct deficits in schizophrenia, in that one would not predict that both types of thought disorder would be associated with deficits in working memory if they each arise from different cognitive disturbances . Thus, the existing literature on the cognitive correlates of language production disturbances in schizophrenia is somewhat confusing. As of yet it is not clear whether formal thought disorder is reliably related to working memory disturbances in schizophrenia, and it is not clear whether formal thought disorder and negative thought disorder have the same or different cognitive substrates.
There are at least two possible reasons for the ambiguity in the literature about the relationship between working memory and language disturbances in schizophrenia. The first is that formal thought disorder is not a unitary construct as indicated by factor analytic studies (Peralta et al. 1992; Cuesta and Peralta 1999 ) and may actually include several different components, some of which may have different causal mechanisms. Thus, studies examining the relationship between working memory and global measures of formal thought disorder may produce mixed results because not all components of formal thought disorder are related to working memory. For example, Berenbaum and Barch (1995) found greatest validity for four categories of formal thought disorder, specifically with formal thought disorder divided into disturbances in discourse coherence (DC), disturbances in fluency (FLU), disturbances in content (CON), and disturbances in social convention (SC). On the basis of previous research, Barch and Berenbaum (1996) suggested that DC and FLU may be related to cognitive deficits (potentially working memory deficits) whereas CON and SC may not be.
A second possible reason for the ambiguity in the literature about the relationship between working memory and language disturbances in schizophrenia is that, contrary to previous suggestions, formal thought disorder and negative thought disorder may not reflect distinct deficits with different cognitive correlates in schizophrenia. Instead, at least some subtypes of formal thought disorder and negative thought disorder may be alternative manifestations of the same basic disturbance in working memory. In previous work we have suggested diat a reduction in working memory capacity in schizophrenia can lead to either of two outcomes: (1) a decrease in the amount of verbal output without formal thought disorder; or (2) an adequate amount of verbal output with increased formal thought disorder (Barch and Berenbaum 1994) . In the first case, decreasing verbal output might decrease demands on the working memory system (e.g., those associated with the generation of a message), leaving more resources available for other components of language production, such as the maintenance of the discourse topic or prior speech. The result of this decreasing verbal output might be less speech (e.g., increased negative thought disorder) but decreased formal thought disorder (e.g., clearer connections between ideas and sentences). In the second case, if the individual does not decrease the amount of speech output (i.e., continuing to place demands on message generation), fewer working memory resources would be available for other components of speech production, potentially leading to greater formal thought disorder (e.g., unclear connections between sentences or a loss of topic). Therefore, when faced with decreased working memory capacity, a patient with schizophrenia may react in one of two ways, either by reducing verbal output (and thereby increasing negative thought disorder) or by maintaining the amount of language (but displaying formal thought disorder).
The goals of the current study were two-fold. The first goal was to examine the impact of a working memory manipulation on language production in people with schizophrenia. To do so, people with schizophrenia produced speech while performing a second task that also demanded working memory resources. We predicted that increasing the working memory load would increase both formal thought disorder and negative thought disorder. More specifically, of the different formal thought disorder categories we predicted that decreases in working memory capacity would increase DC and FLU but not CON or SC. The second goal was to determine whether individual differences in the degree of formal thought disorder versus negative thought disorder reflect alternative manifestations of coping with decreased working memory capacity. We predicted that people who displayed reduced verbal productivity in response to a reduction of working memory capacity would not display increased formal thought disorder, even if they displayed formal thought disorder at baseline. Alternatively, we predicted that people who did not reduce verbal productivity in response to a reduction in working memory capacity would exhibit increased formal thought disorder, even if they did not display thought disorder at baseline.
Methods
Participants. Participants were 44 DSM-IV diagnosed schizophrenia (n = 41) or schizoaffective (n = 3) patients. Participants were either inpatients (n = 16) at May view State Hospital or outpatients (n = 28) at the Schizophrenia Treatment and Research Center at Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic. All participants were medicated and had been receiving the same medications and dosages for at least 2 weeks. Inpatients were clinically stable enough to participate in research. Patient diagnoses were based on the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID; Spitzer et al. 1990) , an interview with a primary caretaker, and a review of the participant's medical records. One of the authors (D.M.B.) or a trained research assistant completed the diagnostic interviews. Potential participants were excluded for (1) substance abuse within the previous 6 months; (2) neurological illness or history of head trauma with loss of consciousness; (3) mental retardation (based on chart diagnoses); (4) non-native English speaker; and (5) color blindness. Additional clinical and demographic information was added to table 1 to better characterize the study participants. Daily oral doses of antipsychotics for participants were converted to chlorpromazine equivalents according to guidelines suggested by Davis et al. (1983) . Depot doses were converted to average daily dosages using the guidelines suggested by Baldessarini (1985) . All participants signed informed consent forms (in accordance with either the University of Pittsburgh or Mayview State Hospital institutional review boards). All participants were paid for their participation.
The Positive and Negative Symptom Scale (PANSS; Kay 1991) was used to evaluate participant's current clinical state (table 1). Ratings were completed by either one of the authors (D.M.B.) or a trained research assistant who regularly participated in training and reliability sessions. Symptoms were clustered into the three syndromes suggested by Liddle (1987) : (1) poverty (blunted affect, lack of spontaneity and motor motivation, emotional and social withdrawal); (2) reality distortion (unusual thought content, hallucinations and delusions); and (3) disorganization (conceptual disorganization, mannerisms, poor attention, abstract thinking). Both raters rated a subset of 10 participants. Interrater reliability, measured using intraclass correlations (Shrout and Fleiss 1979) with raters treated as random effects and the individual rater as the unit of reliability, was 0.97 for the total PANSS score, 0.95 for poverty, 0.93 for reality distortion, and 0.91 for disorganization.
Procedure. Each participant completed five tasks, with order counterbalanced across participants: (a) the Vocabulary subtest of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised (WAIS-R; Wechsler 1981); (b) an interview; (c) a category monitoring task; (d) a second interview concurrent with the category monitoring task; and (e) the Speaking Span. All testing was completed in one session.
Single-task interview. Participants completed both a single-and a dual-task interview. The single-task interview was administered to obtain baseline measures of language production. Two equivalent interviews were constructed.
Seventeen pairs of open-ended questions were created (e.g., "Describe a typical day for you" and "Describe yourself for me") and one question from each pair was randomly assigned to interview A or interview B. The interview used for the single versus dual task (e.g., A or B) was counterbalanced across subjects. Interview questions were asked in the same order for each participant. There was no time limit for the interview.
Category Monitoring task. The Category
Monitoring task was administered as a measure of verbal working memory (Barch and Berenbaum 1994) . This task was administered once by itself and once during the dualtask interview. This task was patterned after the Continuous Performance Test (CPT; Rosvold et al. 1956) in that participants needed to monitor the presented stimuli in order to respond to a predetermined target held in memory, such that there were constant memory demands regarding whether or not the stimulus was currently on the screen. To increase task difficulty and cognitive load, the following changes were made: (a) participants responded to every stimulus, target or nontarget, not just following target trials; (b) whole-word stimuli were used rather than single letters; and (c) a category of target stimuli was used instead of a single target. In this task, whole words appeared one at a time in the middle of the computer screen. Participants were told to press one key on.a keyboard for a target stimulus and another key for a nontarget stimulus, using their dominant hand. Two sets of stimuli were created, one in which the targets were animals and one in which the targets were parts of the body. Each set contained a total of 220 nontargets and 55 targets. The set of stimuli used for the Category Monitoring task alone (i.e., single task) versus the Category Monitoring task concurrent with an interview (i.e., dual task) was counterbalanced across participants. Stimuli were presented in a pseudo-randomized fashion, such that within every five trials, four nontargets and one target were presented. For the single task, participants received 160 nontarget stimuli and 40 target stimuli, randomly chosen from the full set Target and nontarget words were matched for mean word length and mean frequency (Francis and Kucera 1982) . When run as a dual task, stimuli were presented until the participant completed the interview. Response timing began with the presentation of the word and ended either when the participant responded or after 3 seconds, whichever came first. A new word appeared 1 second after termination of the previous trial. To ensure the participant's continued attention, a prompt appeared on the screen after every two nonresponses. The dependent measure was d-prime. For the dual-task version, the number of trials administered varied across participants. Thus, a correction for the number of trials administered was applied to dual-task d-prime (Nuechterlein 1991) . Dual-task interview. The dual-task interview was conducted concurrently with the Category Monitoring task and was used to study the impact of decreased processing capacity on language production. This Category Monitoring task requires simultaneous maintenance of target information and processing of incoming stimuli and therefore can be considered a working memory task. If language production also utilizes working memory resources (Levelt 1989) , then the Category Monitoring task and interview should compete for the same cognitive resources required for maintenance and manipulation of information. On the basis of the hypothesis that limited working memory capacity leads to at least some of the language disturbance observed in schizophrenia, the dual-task condition should reduce performance on the Category Monitoring task as well as reduce resources available for language production.
Speaking Span. The Speaking Span, an analog to the Reading Span Test (Daneman and Carpenter 1980) , was administered to obtain a measure of individual differences in verbal working memory. The Speaking Span is similar in design and presentation to the Reading Span (Daneman and Merikle 1996) , but was designed to measure working memory for language production rather than comprehension (Daneman and Green 1986) . Participants saw a series of words on the computer screen. The series began with a presentation of two words, one at a time, and increased by one word every three trials to a maximum of six words per trial. The participant was asked to remember each of the presented words until the end of the trial. At that time, the participant was asked to compose a grammatically correct English sentence using each word that was presented. For example, if the patient saw three words he or she would make three sentences, each sentence using one of the presented words. Participants were instructed not to change the form of the word After the participant produced the sentences, the next trial (series of words) was administered. Participants were presented with three trials of each length, for a total of 15 trials. Words were presented on a Macintosh computer, using PsyScope software , and responses were recorded manually by the experimenter. The dependent variable was the total number of words for which the participant was able to create sentences.
Formal thought disorder ratings. Transcripts from both interviews were transcribed by an undergraduate research assistant and checked for accuracy by an additional research assistant. Four trained undergraduate research assistants, blind to interview condition, rated each subtype of thought disorder from the Scale for the Assessment of Thought, Language, and Communication (TLC; Andreasen 1986), using the revised definitions described by Berenbaum et al. (1985) . To prevent rater drift after initial training, the raters continued rating practice transcripts on a weekly basis. When rating thought disorder, the research assistants simultaneously listened to the recorded interview and read the transcripts. The number of instances of each subtype of thought disorder disturbance was calculated (self-reference, stilted speech, and verbigerations were not included in the present analyses due to infrequency). Dependent variables for each of four categories of formal thought disorder were created by summing the number of instances of each subtype within a category, to create a total score for single-task interview and a total score for the dualtask interview. The four categories of thought disorder were (1) disturbances in discourse coherence (DC) (non sequiturs, tangential responses, derailments, loss of goal, distractibility, and pronominal reference errors; alpha = 0.72); (2) disturbances in fluency (FLU) (neologisms, word approximations, incoherence; alpha = 0.56); (3) disturbances in content (CON) (perseverations and illogicality; alpha = 0.28); and (4) disturbances in social convention (SQ (poverty of content, circumstantiality; alpha = 0.77). These four categories of thought disorder are somewhat similar to those obtained in some factor analytic studies of the TLC (Cuesta and Peralta 1999) , but were created on the basis of expert judge ratings and correlations with external validity indicators (e.g., cognitive and linguistic variables) as well as correlational analyses (Berenbaum and Barch 1995) . Interrater reliability for these four categories of thought disorder using intraclass correlations (Shrout and Fleiss 1979) treating the raters as random effects and the mean of the raters as the unit of reliability ranged from good to excellent, with an average of 0.74 (see table 2). Total scores for each thought disorder category were corrected for the amount of speech produced in each interview (i.e., single versus dual task). The rationale for the correction based on verbal productivity was that the more a subject speaks, the greater the opportunity to exhibit thought disorder. Thus, if the dual-task manipulation influenced the amount of speech produced by subjects, one could find differences in thought disorder between the single-and dual-task interviews that simply reflected changes in verbal productivity. However, we were interested in determining whether the working memory manipulation influenced the likelihood of producing particular categories of format thought disorder given the same amount of speech. Thus, the scores for each of the categories of formal thought disorder were corrected so that the final rating was the number of instances per 100 spoken words for all subtypes except tangential responses and non sequiturs (as these subtypes of thought disorder can be rated only once per question).
Negative thought disorder ratings. We hypothesized that decreased working memory capacity would produce either increased formal thought disorder or increased negative thought disorder. On the basis of prior research, we measured several components of speech thought to reflect negative thought disorder. These components were verbal productivity, syntactic complexity, poverty of speech, pausing, and blocking (Barch and Berenbaum 1997 ), all of which have different scales of measurement. Therefore, a total composite z score for negative thought disorder was calculated for each individual, for each of the two interviews, by converting each of the components of negative thought disorder to a z score, and summing the component z scores together. Alpha for this scale was 0.68.
Poverty of speech and blocking. Poverty of speech and blocking are thought disorder subtypes from the TLC. Poverty of speech was measured by counting the number of completely unanswered questions and unelaborated answers. The score for blocking was the total number of instances per interview. Interrater reliability for these TLC components of negative thought disorder, treating the raters as random effects and the mean of the raters as the unit of reliability, was 0.80 for the single-task and 0.89 for the dual-task interview (Shrout and Fleiss 1979) .
Syntactic complexity. Syntactic complexity was rated by two advanced linguistics graduate students who coded the number of independent and dependent clauses in each participant's transcribed speech sample. Interrater reliability, measured using an intraclass correlation coefficient with the raters treated as random effects and the mean of the raters as the unit of reliability, was 0.98 for independent clauses in the single task and 0.97 in the dual task, and 0.98 for dependent clauses in the single task and 0.96 in the dual task. Syntactic complexity was then calculated by averaging the number of dependent clauses per T-unit. A T-unit is a single independent clause with all of its modifying subordinate clauses (Hunt 1965) .
Verbal productivity and filled pauses. Verbal productivity was measured by counting the number of words per interview for each participant. Pauses were measured by counting the number of filled pauses (e.g., "um," "ah") in each interview. To correct for opportunity to produce pauses, based on the amount of speech produced, we divided the number of filled pauses by the number of words in each interview.
Data Analysis. Data from one of the four raters was missing for three subjects for the single-task fluency category, one subject for the dual-task fluency category, and two subjects for the dual-task DC category. Corrections were made in order to retain these participants in the analyses. The average rating for each subtype was calculated, based on the remaining three raters, and the average was used in place of the missing data for die fourth rater. The effect of the dual-task manipulation on language production was examined using paired t tests. However, four variables did not meet the assumption of a normal distribution, based on the Kolrnogorov-Smirnov test for normality: singleand dual-task social convention; single-task discourse coherence; and dual-task content. Results for these variables were confirmed using nonparametric tests (Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks test and Spearman correlations). The results of the nonparametric tests were identical to the parametric tests except where explicitly mentioned.
Results

Correlations Among Thought Disorder Categories.
We began by examining the correlations within the thought disorder measures. We first examined correlations among the scores that had not been corrected for verbal productivity. As shown in table 3, the pattern of correlations using these uncorrected scores was similar to the results of prior research (e.g., Andreasen 1979; Harvey and Pedley 1989; Harvey and Serper 1990) . Specifically, all the formal thought disorder categories were positively intercorrelated, and all formal thought disorder categories were negatively correlated with negative thought disorder. However, it is possible that this pattern of correlations reflects, at least in part, a confound of verbal productivity, or the number of opportunities to produce the various subtypes of thought disorder. To assess this possibility, we next examined the correlations among our thought disorder measures using the scores that had been corrected for verbal productivity. We had a priori predictions about some of the correlations among thought disorder (TD) measures corrected for verbal productivity (e.g., DC and NEG, DC and FLU), but not about others. Thus, we employed a modified Bonferroni correction, corrected for the number of correlations computed for each variable (5, leading to a corrected p value of 0.01). Interestingly, when verbal productivity was taken into account, the pattern of correlations was very different (table 4) . Within the single-task interview, the only significant correlation was between SC and NEG thought disorder, and none of the dual-task TD measures were significantly correlated. Notably, contrary to predictions, FLU and DC were not significantly correlated.
Correlations Within Working Memory Measures.
We next examined the zero-order correlations among the measures of working memory. Consistent with our predictions, Speaking Span was positively correlated with d-prime in both the single-(r = 0.43, p < 0.01) and dual-task (r = 0.39, p < 0.01) Category Monitoring task. D-primes on the single-and dual-task Category Monitoring task were also significantly positively correlated (r = 0.52, p < 0.01).
Influence of the Dual-task Manipulation on Language Production and Working Memory.
A paired sample t test (table 4) indicated that d-prime on the Category Monitoring task was significantly worse in the dual-versus single-task condition. This result provides evidence that our dual-task paradigm was capable of reducing working memory capacity and inducing significant performance deficits. Paired sample t tests also indicated that, as predicted, the dual-task interview elicited significantly more NEG thought disorder than did the single-task condition. Also as predicted, disturbances in CON did not differ between single-and dualtask conditions. There was a significant difference in SC between the single and dual tasks. However, participants produced fewer SC disturbances during the dualtask interview, but this difference was not significant when checked with nonparametric measures. Contrary to our predictions, neither DC nor FLU increased significantly during the dual-task interview, although the means were in the predicted direction. Correlations Between Thought Disorder and Working Memory Measures. We predicted that the working memory measures would be correlated with DC, FLU, and NEG, but not with SC or CON. Consistent with this prediction, Speaking Span accuracy was negatively correlated with NEG for both the single-(r = -0.36, p < 0.01) and dual-task interviews (r = -0.28, p < 0.05). To determine whether Speaking Span performance was significantly more strongly correlated with NEG than with the other TD measures, we utilized methods for comparing correlated correlation coefficients suggested by Meng et al. (1992) . For both the single-task (z = -2.22, p < 0.05) and dual-task interviews (z = -1.99, p < 0.05), Speaking Span accuracy was significantly more negatively correlated with NEG than with SC. For the single-task interview, the correlation between Speaking Span and NEG was not significantly different from the correlation between Speaking Span and CON. However, for the dualtask interview, there was a trend for Speaking Span performance to be significantly more negatively correlated with NEG than with SC (z = -1.55, p = 0.06). Contrary to our predictions, Speaking Span performance was not significantly correlated with DC or FLU in either interview. Also as predicted, Category Monitoring performance was negatively correlated with DC for both the single-(r = -0.35, p< 0.01) and the dual-task interview (r = -0.31,p< 0.05). For the single-task interview, the correlation between Category Monitoring and DC was significantly greater than the correlation between Category Monitoring and SC (z = -2.23, p < 0.01). However, the correlation between Category Monitoring and single-task DC did not differ significantly from any other thought disorder categories. In the dual-task interview, there was a trend for Category Monitoring to be significantly more negatively correlated with DC than with SC (z = -1.53, p = 0.06). Contrary to our predictions, Category Monitoring performance was not significantly correlated with either NEG or FLU in either interview.
Individual Differences in Response to Working
Memory Reduction. Our hypodiesis was that NEG and some subtypes of formal thought disorder are alternative outcomes of decreased working memory capacity. Thus, we examined the relationships between changes in NEG from the single to dual task, and changes in DC from the single to dual task. Specifically, we calculated residualized change scores for both NEG and DC by regressing single-task performance on dual-task performance, calculating a predicted dual-task value, and subtracting this predicted score from the observed dual-task score. This allowed us to remove variance in dual-task scores predicted from single-task scores, letting us examine change not predicted by baseline performance (Llabre et al. 1991) . The reliability of the residualized change score for NEG was 0.80.
l
We calculated two residualized change scores for DC, once using the scores uncorrected for verbal productivity and once using scores corrected for verbal productivity. The reliability for the residualized change score for verbal productivity (uncorrected DC) was 0.73 and 0.42 for verbal productivity-corrected DC. As predicted, the verbal productivity-uncorrected DC change score was strongly negatively correlated with the NEG change score (r = -0.49, p < 0.001, 1-tailed). This indicates that individuals who showed the smallest increase in NEG from single to dual task tended to show the largest increases in DC from single to dual task. More interestingly, the verbal productivity (corrected DC) change score was also significantly negatively correlated with the NEG change score (r = -0.26, p < 0.05, 1-tailed). Again, this suggests that those individuals who showed the smallest increases in NEG from single to dual task tended to show the largest increases in DC from single to dual task (and vice versa), even when verbal productivity changes in the dual-task condition were taken into account.
Discussion
The results of this study supported some, but not all, of our initial hypotheses. First, as predicted, the dual-task manipulation reduced working memory capacity in our sample of patients with schizophrenia and led to an increase in negative thought disorder. Second, we found the predicted associations between individual differences in working memory performance and thought disorder, both negative mought disorder and discourse coherence. Third, as predicted, we found that those individuals who showed the largest increase in discourse coherence disturbances from single to dual task showed the smallest increases in negative thought disorder from single to dual task, even when verbal productivity reductions in the dual-task condition were taken into account. This latter finding in particular is consistent with our hypothesis that negative thought disorder and some subtypes of formal thought disorder are alternative manifestations of working memory disturbance. However, several other results were not consistent with our original hypothesis and require additional discussion. These results include the findings that (1) the dual-'We did not have a single reliability coefficient for NEG since the reliability of each of the different components was calculated separately (e.g., TLC ratings versus syntactic complexity ratings). Thus, to estimate reliability for the residualized change score for NEG, we used the lowest reliability coefficient (TLC ratings) so that the estimated reliability for the change score likely represents a lower bound. task manipulation did not cause a significant increase in either discourse coherence disturbances or fluency disturbances, although the means were in the predicted direction; (2) fluency was not significantly associated with working memory performance; and (3) discourse coherence and negative thought disorder were correlated with different working memory measures.
Before discussing the implications of our findings for understanding the relationship among formal thought disorder, negative thought disorder, and working memory, we should note that none of our predictions about fluency came to fruition. Disturbances in fluency and discourse coherence were not significantly correlated in either the single-or dual-task interview, fluency was not increased by the dual-task manipulation, and fluency did not show any of the predicted relationships with working memory. This result suggests that contrary to our original hypothesis, fluency is not influenced by working memory deficits. As described in the introduction, fluency disturbances include phenomena such as neologisms, word-approximations, and verbigeration. In prior work, we found that word approximations and neologisms were associated with poor performance on a task designed to assess grammaticalphonological encoding (Barch and Berenbaum 1996) , components of language production that may not be as dependent on working memory function (Levelt 1989) . Thus, fluency disturbances may be associated with deficits in putatively more "automatic" components of language production. Interestingly, it has been suggested that people with schizophrenia who have increased global thought disorder demonstrate increased semantic priming (Manschreck et al. 1988 ), especially at short stimulus onset asynchronies (Spitzer et al. 1993 (Spitzer et al. , 1994 . Although the evidence for this suggestion is somewhat mixed (e.g., Spitzer et al. 1993 Spitzer et al. , 1994 Barch et al. 1996) , positive findings have been interpreted as potentially reflecting irregularities in automatic spreading activation in people with schizophrenia. In future research, it would be interesting to determine whether such increased semantic priming might be specifically related to fluency disturbances, as opposed to other components of positive thought disorder.
As predicted, the dual-task manipulation significantly increased the amount of negative thought disorder produced. This finding provides strong support for our hypothesis that working memory deficits contribute to negative thought disorder in schizophrenia. However, contrary to our prediction, the dual-task manipulation did not significantly increase the frequency of discourse coherence deficits. One interpretation of this result is that negative thought disorder is more associated with working memory function than are discourse coherence disturbances. However, the correlations between working memory performance and both negative thought disorder and discourse coherence were of approximately the same magnitude. Thus, it is somewhat surprising that a decrease in working memory capacity did not significantly increase discourse coherence disturbances.
One possible explanation for this finding may be related to our hypothesis that discourse coherence disturbances and negative thought disorder reflect alternative manifestations of coping with decreased working memory capacity. More specifically, it is possible that decreasing the amount and complexity of speech (i.e., increasing negative thought disorder) is a more effective and potentially more natural means of coping with increased working memory demands (Barch and Berenbaum 1994) , even among individuals with schizophrenia. For example, if we defined an increase in thought disorder simply as a numerically higher score in the dual-task condition, then 70 percent of participants increased the degree of negative thought disorder produced, but only 50 percent increased the frequency of discourse coherence disturbances. Even if we define an increase more conservatively (i.e., an increase greater than one standard error of the mean), a greater percentage of people increased negative thought disorder (68%) than discourse coherence disturbances (48%). As such, it is possible that we did not find a significant increase in discourse coherence in the dual-task condition because the majority of patients instead increased negative thought disorder, potentially avoiding an increase in discourse coherence deficits. However, this is a post hoc explanation, and our current results clearly provide greater support for a link between working memory deficits and negative thought disorder than for a link between working memory deficits and discourse coherence disturbances. Nonetheless, future research could examine the prediction that if one can prevent patients from decreasing verbal productivity and complexity, one should find a significant increase in discourse coherence deficits when working memory capacity is reduced.
Some aspects of this pattern of performance may be specific to individuals with schizophrenia and other aspects may not be. Our previous research has demonstrated that healthy controls also reduce verbal productivity and syntactic complexity when asked to complete that same secondary task while producing speech (Barch and Berenbaum 1994) . However, unlike patients with schizophrenia, healthy controls show absolutely no increase in discourse coherence and no negative correlations between changes in negative thought disorder and changes in discourse coherence. Thus, some aspects of these results are not specific to schizophrenia as compared to healthy controls, and some are. However, we would argue that even though healthy subjects also reduce verbal productivity and syntactic complexity in response to a reduction in working memory capacity, this in no way necessarily precludes the possibility that reduced working memory capacity is a core process influencing thought disorder in schizophrenia.
An interesting and unexpected result was the finding that, although both discourse coherence and negative thought disorder were associated with working memory measures, they were associated with different working memory measures. Specifically, negative thought disorder was correlated with performance on the Speaking Span, and disturbances in discourse coherence were correlated with Category Monitoring performance. This result was somewhat surprising, especially since Speaking Span and Category Monitoring performance were themselves strongly correlated. It is possible that this pattern of correlations may be understood by looking more carefully at the task demands of the two working memory tasks. Although both tasks may require some type of general working memory resources, the Speaking Span task places specific demands on the ability to generate a message plan (e.g., generating a sentence for each word), while the Category Monitoring task requires maintenance of information (e.g., maintaining the target category). Interestingly, in prior work we found that negative thought disorder was associated with deficits in the ability to generate a message plan, whereas discourse coherence disturbances were associated with deficits in the ability to maintain a discourse plan (Barch and Berenbaum 1997) . Such findings provide a potential mechanism for understanding how working memory dysfunction might lead to specific types of thought disorder in people with schizophrenia. It may be that general deficits in working memory function interact with disturbances in specific components of language production to produce particular subtypes of thought disorder. Specifically, negative thought disorder may be associated with difficulty generating a message plan and discourse coherence may be associated with difficulty maintaining a message, both of which have been suggested to require working memory resources (Levelt 1989) . As such, this explanation suggests that working memory deficits alone may not be sufficient to lead to any type of language disturbance in schizophrenia. Instead, it is possible that a combination of working memory deficits and vulnerabilities in specific language production processes that are dependent on working memory is necessary in order to elicit particular types of language production deficits.
A related issue, raised by the results of our study, is whether our results reflect a specific effect of reducing working memory capacity per se, or a more general effect of reducing cognitive capacity. In other words, a critical question for future research will be to determine whether similar results are obtained when using a secondary task that does not demand working memory resources. To a certain extent, this will be difficult to do, as one could argue that the vast majority of tasks contain some working memory component, even if it is only the need to maintain the task instructions. However, a potentially useful secondary task for future studies would be something like a degraded CPT task, which is likely to be matched for task difficulty with the category monitoring task. Such a task clearly requires sustained attention, but likely has a minimal demand on working memory resources, except for task instructions. If using a degraded CPT task as the secondary task produced the same results that we obtained with the Category Monitoring task, it would suggest that a general reduction in cognitive capacity, rather than a specific reduction in working memory capacity, influences thought disorder.
An additional issue to be addressed in understanding language dysfunction in schizophrenia is the influence of antipsychotic medications on working memory deficits and language production. A criticism of the hypothesis that working memory deficits contribute to difficulties in language production in schizophrenia is the suggestion that formal thought disorder is responsive to antipsychotic medications but working memory is not (e.g., Goldberg and Weinberger 1995; Goldberg et al. 2000) . However, the empirical data is somewhat mixed regarding the influence of antipsychotic medications on working memory function in schizophrenia. The majority of studies that have claimed not to find positive effects of antipsychotic medications on working memory have used tasks such as the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task (WCST) as their measure of working memory (e.g., Cleghorn et al. 1990; Verdoux et al. 1995) . Although the WCST is very sensitive to cognitive dysfunction in schizophrenia, it is a complex task, simultaneously requiring many cognitive functions (e.g., set shifting, problem solving, mental flexibility, and attention) in addition to working memory. However, a number of other studies using tasks that may, at least in part, assess working memory (e.g., various versions of the CPT, Digit Symbol tests, Digit Span, verbal fluency) have found positive effects of antipsychotics on task performance (e.g., Goldberg and Weinberger 1995; Green et al. 1997; Schuepbach et al. 2002; Velligan et al. 2002) . As such, whether the administration of antipsychotic medication improves working memory function in schizophrenia is still unclear. Future research utilizing cognitive tasks that are specific and validated measures of working memory function, as well as measures of multiple components of language production in schizophrenia (e.g., both discourse coherence and negative thought disorder measures), is needed.
